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1.

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITIES

East Riding of Yorkshire Council is responsible for ensuring that its business, and that of The East Riding
Pension Fund, is conducted in accordance with the law and proper standards, and that public money is
safeguarded, properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and effectively.
East Riding of Yorkshire Council has approved and adopted a code of corporate governance (the Code),
which is consistent with the principles of the CIPFA/SOLACE Framework Delivering Good Governance in
Local Government (2016 Edition).
The Code was reviewed and approved in October 2019. It remains consistent with the seven principles set
out in ‘proper practice’ for the public sector, namely ‘Delivering Good Governance in Local Government:
Framework 2016’ published by CIPFA/SOLACE.
The Code will be subject to a review within 2021-22 and presented to the Audit Committee for approval
later in the year.
The Accounts and Audit (amendment) Regulations 2021 require the Council to conduct a review, at least
once a year, on the effectiveness of its system of internal control and include an Annual Governance
Statement reporting on the review with the Statement of Accounts.
This statement explains how the Council has complied with the Code and meets the requirements of the
Accounts and Audit (amendment) Regulations 2021.

OUR VISION
Your East Riding... where everyone matters
OUR VALUES




Quality: We work together to provide the best possible services
Pride: We are proud of what we do and we positively embrace change
Respect: We treat people fairly and are open, honest and lead by example

OUR PRIORITIES
Growing the economy – Working with others to support sustainable economic growth and
strong communities, ensuring the East Riding is a great place to invest in, live, work and visit
Valuing the environment – Responding to climate change, developing our infrastructure and
safeguarding our heritage
Promoting healthy lifestyles – Helping people to stay healthy, strong and fit for the future
Protecting the vulnerable – Supporting in times of need, protecting from harm and improving
the quality of life
Helping children and young people achieve – Supporting and inspiring children to raise their
aspirations and reach their potential
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2.

PURPOSE OF THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

Governance is about how the Council ensures that it is doing the right things, in the right way, for the right
people in a timely, inclusive, open, honest and accountable manner. Good governance leads to effective:





leadership and management
performance and risk management
stewardship of public money
public engagement and outcomes for our citizens and service users.

The governance framework comprises the culture, values, systems and processes by which an organisation
is directed and controlled. It enables the Council to monitor the achievement of its strategic objectives and
to consider whether those objectives have led to the delivery of appropriate services and value for money.
The system of internal control is a significant part of the framework and is designed to manage risk to a
reasonable level. It seeks to assure that in conducting its business, the Council:








operates in a lawful, open, inclusive and honest manner
makes sure that public money and assets are safeguarded from inappropriate use, or from loss and
fraud, properly accounted for and used economically, efficiently and effectively
has effective arrangements for the management of risk
secures continuous improvement in the way that it operates
enables human, financial, environmental and other resources to be managed efficiently and effectively
properly maintains records and information
ensures its values and ethical standards are met

The system of internal control cannot eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives
and can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of
internal control is based on an ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to achievement
of East Riding of Yorkshire Council policies, aims and objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks
being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them efficiently, effectively and
economically.
The governance framework has been in place within East Riding of Yorkshire Council for the year ended 31
March 2021 and up to the date of the approval of the Statement of Accounts.
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3.

THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

SEVEN CORE PRINCIPLES OF THE CIPFA/SOLACE FRAMEWORK
The Council has arrangements in place to meet all relevant requirements of the CIPFA/Solace Framework.
The 7 “core principles” underpinning the Framework are set out below and the Council’s core governance
arrangements to meet each of these principles are detailed in Appendix A.

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK
MANAGEMENT ASSURANCE

STATUTORY OFFICER ASSURANCE

SCHOOL ASSURANCE

EAST RIDING PARTNERS

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

INTERNAL AUDIT

INFORMATION SECURITY

AUDIT COMMITTEE

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY SUBCOMMITTEES

STANDARDS COMMITTEE

EXTERNAL AUDIT

FEEDBACK SYSTEM

FRAUD INVESTIGATION
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4.

REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS

The Council has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, a review of the effectiveness of its governance
framework including the system of internal control. The Council has adopted the following methodology to
formally review the governance framework for the purposes of this Statement and reported its findings in a
separate report to the Audit Committee (Corporate Governance Review 2020-21).
ASSURANCE PROCESS

UNDERSTAND

PLAN

What are we seeking
assurances on?

What sources of
assurance do we
require?

Delivery against the Council’s
Business Plan and Service Plans
whilst observing the governance
framework
Delivery of sustainable
economic social &
environmental benefits
Design and effectiveness of
internal controls, risk
management and counter fraud
arrangements
Strong commitment to ethical
values
Compliance with laws,
regulation, the Council’s
constitution, internal strategies,
policies and procedures
Key governance tools are fit for
purpose, for e.g. budget
monitoring, performance
management framework, risk
management framework
Direction of travel of any
previously identified governance
issues

Management assurances in
respect of compliance with
laws and regulations,
corporate strategies, policies,
plans and arrangements e.g.
Constitution, Financial
Monitoring and Reporting,
Performance Monitoring and
Reporting, Risk Management
Statutory Officer assurance
Key partner assurances in
respect of their governance
arrangements
Internal Audit Plan, reports
and opinion
Non-Executive Committees
e.g. Audit Committee,
Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, Standards
Committee

DO
How we will arrange
ourselves to receive
adequate assurances
Officer and Member
structures working together
Corporate Management Team
Senior Management Team
Council
Cabinet
Overview and Scrutiny
Committees
Audit Committee
Standards Committee
Decision-making bodies
Partnership/Delivery Boards

External Bodies and
Inspectorates e.g. external
audit, Ofsted, Care Quality
Commission etc.

Project Boards
Review Panels

Schools
Budget results, performance
results and VFM
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REVIEW
How we know that
we are effective
Review sources of assurance
identified at the planning
phase
Ensure sources of assurance
have delivered against their
plans at the necessary quality
Review Code of Corporate
Governance for compliance
with best practice
Review interim and annual
internal reports that provide
further insight such as:
financial monitoring,
performance monitoring, risk
management, internal audit,
Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, Audit
Committee, Review Panel
and Standards Committee
reports.
Review interim and annual
external reports/letters from
external auditor, Pension
Fund Investment Manager
Auditor, Ofsted, CQC, LGA
Peer Review Teams and
other inspection regimes etc.
Highlight areas of weakness
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CONCLUSION OF REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS
This year’s review of the Code of Corporate Governance and the corporate governance framework was
reported to the Audit Committee in the Corporate Governance Review report 2020-21.
The review concluded that the Council meets the seven core principles of good governance as set out in its
Code of Corporate Governance and has continued to make improvements to its governance framework
during the year in response to both internal and external challenges. It confirmed that the Council’s
governance arrangements are effective and continue to be regarded as fit for purpose in accordance with the
governance framework.

5.

SIGNIFICANT GOVERNANCE ISSUES

2019-20 OFSTED INSPECTION
During 2019-20, the Council received an “inadequate” Ofsted judgement for elements of its Children’s Social
Care Services. Key actions have been taken during 2020-21 to address the issues raised. Ofsted were
presented with the Council’s Improvement Plan and gave positive feedback on the progress made to date
and the service’s direction of travel. They agreed with and supported the Council’s self-assessment and
practise on what remains to be done. Following these actions and the systems put in place to monitor and
confirm improvement, this is not considered to be a significant governance issue for 2020-21.
CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) PANDEMIC
In 2019-20, the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic was identified as a significant governance issue. During
2020-21, the impact of the pandemic has been pervasive throughout the whole of the Council’s operations.
The key objectives of the Council were re-focused and prioritised to deliver a multi-stage response. The
Council has been dynamic and resilient in meeting the challenges faced by driving the creation of new services
to meet the needs of our residents, changing the way we deliver some services and embracing the technology
made available.
The highest standards of governance have been maintained but some temporary changes to arrangements
were introduced in response to the pandemic situation. These included using delegated emergency powers,
postponement of some Committee meetings, and prioritisation of service delivery to cope with the changing
demand.
The Council has shown resilience, resourcefulness and a high standard of service delivery despite the
significant challenges faced. The prioritisation of services, adaptations and continued delivery of key services
was essential at the peak of pandemic which enabled the right decisions to be made at the right times for the
safety, protection and dependence of key services for the community.
The pandemic has not yet run its course and there is little doubt that the impact will continue to be felt far
beyond 2020-21. The Council has prioritised a strong and healthy recovery from the pandemic for our
residents, communities and businesses. theTo support this, £16.6m has been earmarked in 2021-22 to fund
protection for lower income families, growth for stimulating the local economy, and ambition for creating
opportunities for a brighter, stronger East Riding. The recovery will be monitored through appropriate
reporting arrangements.
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6.

CONCLUSION

The Council is satisfied that appropriate and effective governance arrangements have been in place for 202021.
These arrangements are designed only to manage risk down to a reasonable level and cannot provide absolute
assurance that the Council has successfully delivered all its policies, aims and objectives.
The Council remains committed to maintaining and, where possible, improving these arrangements, by:





Ensuring a strong, solid foundation for the future of the Council, building resilience, making continuous
improvements and building on our existing governance arrangements.
Addressing issues identified by Internal and External Audit and other agencies
Focussing on key risks and areas for improvement
Continuing regular, open and transparent engagement with our local community.

Caroline Lacey

Jonathan Owen

Chief Executive

Leader of East Riding of Yorkshire Council

Date : 29 July 2021

Date: 29 July 2021
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APPENDIX A - CORE GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS & LINKS TO KEY DOCUMENTS
PRINCIPLE A – BEHAVING WITH INTEGRITY, DEMONSTRATING STRONG
COMMITMENT TO ETHICAL VALUES, AND RESPECTING THE RULE OF LAW


The Council has agreed a Constitution which sets out how the Council operates, how decisions are
made and the procedures which are followed to ensure that these are within the law, efficient,
transparent and accountable to local people.



The Council’s policies and procedures are all designed to meet and comply with the demands of
the law.



The Members Code of Conduct sets out the standards of behaviour the Council expects from
them when acting in their capacity as a Councillor. All Councillors have signed an undertaking that
they will abide by this Code.



The Members Code of Conduct is overseen by the Standards Committee which has met regularly
during the year to consider complaints against Councillors. Records are maintained in Standards
Committee minutes.



The Code of Conduct for Employees is a corporate HR Policy and all officers are bound by this. This
Code ensures that employees are aware of the standards of behaviour expected of them by the
Council.



The Protocol for Councillor and Officer Relationships guides Councillors and officers of the Council
in their relations with one another in such a way as to ensure the smooth running of the Council. The
protocol should ensure that Councillors receive objective and impartial advice and that officers are
protected from accusations of bias and any other undue influence from Councillors.



Within 28 days of his/her election or appointment to Office, a Councillor must register his/her
pecuniary interests in the Authority’s Register. In addition, all Councillors disclose any non-pecuniary
and pecuniary interests at meetings of the Council, its Committees or Sub-Committees.



Employees must declare to the Director any financial (i.e. work for which a payment is received) or
non-financial interests that they consider could bring about conflict with the Council’s interests.



The Council’s Gifts and Hospitality Policy & Procedure requires officers and Members to not invite or
accept any gift or reward in respect of the award or performance of any contract. Any gifts or
hospitality that are accepted or refused must be in accordance with the principles of this policy and
recorded in the central gifts and hospitality register which is reviewed annually by the Head of Legal
and Democratic Services.



The following Council Values (set by the leadership) are widely promoted and are communicated in
various ways e.g. in the Council’s Business Plan, Intranet home page etc.
Quality – we work together to provide the best services possible
Pride – we are proud of what we do and positively embrace change
Respect – we treat people fairly and are open, honest and lead by example.



The Council’s Corporate Equality Plan sets out the processes and procedures that are in place to meet
our statutory equality duties, and other projects and initiatives designed to support our residents with
protected characteristics.

The Council complies with this principle by ensuring its members and officers behave in ways that
exemplify high standards of conduct and effective governance and that its organisational values
are put into practice and are effective. No significant governance weaknesses are apparent.
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PRINCIPLE B – ENSURING OPENNESS AND COMPREHENSIVE STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT


The Council has adopted the Information Commissioner's revised Model Freedom of Information
Act publication scheme which sets out the Council's commitment to make information available
to the public as part of its normal business activities.



To encourage a greater level of openness, transparency and accountability in the Council’s
democratic and decision making process and ensure compliance with amendments to
legislation, the Council’s Committee meetings were held remotely and live streamed via the
Council’s Committee Meeting YouTube Channel.



Throughout the period of the pandemic, the Council has been proactive in providing timely
advice, guidance and support to residents, businesses and the local community, including Town
and Parish Councils, on measures to control the spread of COVID-19 and ensure public safety.



The Council is committed to the Government’s Local Transparency Agenda and is publishing
monthly, on its website, details of spend over £500, grants to voluntary, community and social
enterprise organisations and details of all contract awards over £5,000.



The Council’s Report Writers’ Guide ensures adequate consultation on reports is required in
order to demonstrate probity and governance.



The Council is a key member of the Community Safety Partnership which has a statutory remit,
in that it oversees the development, delivery and review of the area’s Strategic Plan for Reducing
Crime and Disorder.



The Council is a key member of the East Riding Safeguarding Adults Board (ERSAB) which is a
multi-agency board responsible for ensuring the protection and safety of the most vulnerable adults
in the East Riding, chaired by an Independent Chair.



Three key agencies collectively hold equitable statutory responsibilities for safeguarding, namely
the Council, East Riding Clinical Commissioning Group, and Humberside Police. The ERSCP Chief
Officers’ Accountability Group (COAG) is comprised of the Council’s Chief Executive, the Chief
Operating Officer for East Riding of Yorkshire Clinical Commissioning Group (ERYCCG), the
Assistant Chief Constable for Humberside Police, and the Independent Scrutineer for the East
Riding Local Safeguarding Children Partnership (ERLSCP). The East Riding Safeguarding Children
Partnership (ERSCP) brings together agencies in the county to help keep children, young people
and their families safe in line with section 14(1) of the Children Act 2004, the Children and Social
Work Act 2017 and Working Together to Safeguard Children 2018. In addition, the quarterly
ERSCP Partners and Relevant Agencies Meeting (PRAM) brings together those agencies within the
East Riding who work with children and families, and are responsible for driving forward the ERSCP
agreed safeguarding strategic priorities and ensuring core and statutory functions are delivered.
Partnership activity is overseen by an independent scrutineer.



The Council is a member of a Local Enterprise Partnership; the Hull & East Yorkshire LEP* to
ensure that all our functional economic areas are covered by LEP arrangements to progress their
needs and promote their assets. (*Formerly the Humber LEP prior to 1/4/2021)



The Council operates a Health and Wellbeing Board to lead the development of joint strategic
needs assessments and joint health and wellbeing strategies, which provide the means of integrating
local commissioning strategies and ensuring a community-wide approach to promoting and
protecting the public’s health and wellbeing.



The Council is a leading member of the East Riding Place Based Board which brings together
organisations from across the public and voluntary & community sectors in the East Riding. The
9
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key objective of the place Based Board is to provide strategic ‘system wide’ leadership and decision
making on fundamental cross organisational issues.


The Council carries out consultation on its proposed budget with non-domestic ratepayers, trade
unions, the political groups, Overview Management Committee and the Schools Forum.



Through its Consultation Guidance, the Council is committed to engaging with people in
influencing decisions about council services, whether they are residents, staff, Members,
partner agencies or other stakeholders. Details of current and completed consultations and
links to national consultation surveys are on the Council’s Website.



The Council has a feedback procedure for all customers to log complaints, comments and
compliments as part of the Council's commitment to customer care. These are logged onto the
Council's feedback system and regular reports on feedback are produced to ensure that where
possible, improvements to services are made as a result of customer feedback.



The East Riding Pension Fund (ERPF) administers the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS)
for the four Unitary Authorities in the region plus over 316 other local employers and
organisations. It has a membership of more than 117,000 active, deferred and pensioner members.
Governance of the Pension Fund is the responsibility of the Pensions Committee and the Local
Pension Board.

The Council complies with this principle by engaging with local people and all local institutional
stakeholders, including partnerships. The Council takes an active and planned approach to
dialogue with and accountability to the public. No significant governance weaknesses are
apparent.

PRINCIPLE C – DEFINING OUTCOMES IN TERMS OF SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

The Council is a member of one Local Enterprise Partnership; the Hull & East Yorkshire LEP* to ensure
that all our functional economic areas are covered by LEP arrangements to progress their needs and
promote their assets. These functional economic areas are explained fully within our Local Economic
Assessment. (*Formerly the Humber LEP prior to 1/4/2021)


The Council’s Business Plan is the document that sets the overall strategic and financial framework
for the Council's services and has been updated each year. The Council’s Business Plan 2020-2025
includes the following priorities which are used as the basis of corporate and service planning:
 Growing The Economy - Working with others to support sustainable economic growth and
strong communities, ensuring the East Riding is a great place to invest in, live, work and visit.
 Valuing The Environment - Responding to climate change, developing our infrastructure and
safeguarding our heritage.
 Promoting Healthy Lifestyles - Helping people to stay healthy, strong and fit for the future.
 Protecting The Vulnerable - Supporting in times of need, protecting from harm and improving
the quality of life.
 Helping Children And Young People Achieve - Supporting and inspiring children to raise their
aspirations and reach their potential.



Service Plans have been updated and used to turn plans into action, monitor performance and
effectively manage their business.



The Council has a performance framework based on outcomes measured as a result of activities
identified in the Council’s key corporate strategies, so providing an assessment of the impact we are
making. It is intended to capture all strategically important activity across the organisation and is
aligned with the Council’s new vision and priorities. Performance updates have been regularly
reported during the year to officers and members.
10
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The East Riding Local Development Plan/Scheme is the portfolio of documents that together provide
the framework for managing development and addressing the key planning issues within the area. The
revised Local Development Scheme 2019-2022



The Council’s Report Writers’ Guide requires an environmental sustainability appraisal in respect of
all relevant reports prepared for a Committee decision.



The Council operates an Environmental Management System (EMS) to the requirements of both the
international standard ISO14001 and the European EMAS (Eco-Management Audit Scheme)
regulations. Compliance with the ISO standard is externally assessed.



The Council’s Capital Appraisal Guidance requires justification for the bid and how it addresses the
Council’s Business Plan, the East Riding Community Plan and local priorities.



The Council’s Statutory Equality Objectives 2020-2024 ensure that it provides services which are
accessible, wherever possible and appropriate to users.



The Commissioning and Procurement Policy establishes the commitment to support community
cohesion and understanding the wider needs of the community and market place.

The Council complies with this principle by developing and clearly communicating its intended
outcomes for citizens and service users. It ensures that these outcomes are for the benefit of all
users. No significant governance weaknesses are apparent.

PRINCIPLE D – DETERMINING THE INTERVENTIONS NECESSARY TO OPTIMISE THE
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE INTENDED OUTCOMES


Each Head of Service in the Council has a Service Plan. Service Plans show the outcomes that each
service area is working towards, how performance against these outcomes will be measured and key
delivery actions. The plan is the link between the Council's priorities set out in the Business Plan and
the resources that are available to deliver them.



When major decisions are to be made, these are published in The Cabinet’s Forward Plan insofar as
they can be anticipated. The Cabinet has to make decisions which are in line with the Council’s overall
policies and budget. If it wishes to make a decision which is outside the budget or policy framework,
this must be referred to the Council as a whole to decide.



Statute requires that reports to The Cabinet, a Committee or Sub-Committee should detail all options
available to a Committee in deciding upon a particular course of action.



The Council’s Contract Procedure Rules contained within the Constitution require an options
appraisal to take place in advance of undertaking any procurement.



The following example reports communicate the Council’s activities, achievements, financial position
and performance. Regular monitoring of reported service performance, financial performance, risk
and feedback has taken place during the year and any areas of concern have been identified and
interventions planned;
 Financial Statements
 Monthly Budget Monitoring Reports
 Quarterly Performance Reports
 Annual Feedback Reports
 Annual Governance Statement
 Quarterly Audit Reports
 Quarterly Risk Management Reports
 COVID-19 Recovery Task Groups
11
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The Adult Social Care Outcomes Framework (ASCOF) was introduced by the Department of Health
as a new national performance framework to monitor outcomes. A range of statistics that councils
produce on their adult social care services are published each year by NHS Digital.



In response to the “inadequate” Ofsted judgement for elements of Children’s Social Care Services, a
multi-agency Improvement Board has been established as a medium-term measure to steer and drive
improvement at pace, chaired by an independently appointed Improvement Advisor. Detailed
performance dashboards for Children’s Social Care have been developed to enable stronger
performance management of key issues.



It is a statutory requirement that the Council publishes an annual report providing information
regarding Children’s Social Care complaints and representations.



Establishment of Recovery Task groups in response to the pandemic including:
 Economic Recovery
 Community Recovery and Health Protection
 Protecting the Vunerable Recovery
 Organisational Recovery
 Financial Recovery

The Council complies with this principle by having clear intended outcomes and by utilising robust
measuring and monitoring in order to identify and address any under performance. No significant
governance weaknesses are apparent.

PRINCIPLE E – DEVELOPING THE ENTITY’S CAPACITY, INCLUDING
CAPABILITY OF ITS LEADERSHIP AND THE INDIVIDUALS WITHIN IT

THE



The Council has a clear vision, strategy and direction, underpinned by capable leadership and
management.



Each Head of Service in the Council has a Service Plan which show the outcomes the service area
is working towards, how performance against these outcomes will be measured and key delivery
actions. These in turn link into team plans and individual officer plans as appropriate.



Partnership arrangements are entered into where appropriate and when they have the potential
to deliver the desired outcomes.



The Council’s workforce-related strategies and development programmes for both officers and
members ensure that they have the skills and knowledge to enable them to effectively fulfil their roles.



Each employee has access regular and ongoing conversations with their manager (Employee
Development Review) to discuss their wellbeing, their job, their future and their development.



In December 2019, the Council created the Everyone Matters Board (in place of the Workforce
Board and various other Boards), chaired by the Chief Executive to review, champion and monitor
delivery of the Council’s workforce strategy.



The Council’s emerging People Strategy seeks to replace the existing Workforce Strategy in
recognition of new and emerging challenges as we recover from the pandemic to ensure that the
Council not only survives but continues to thrive. It aligns with the ambitions of the Business Plan,
that of a Modern Workforce in a Modern Workplace to achieve the Council’s vision, ‘Your East
Riding…Where Everyone Matters’. The People Strategy is underpinned by trust, innovation,
collaboration, clear communications, and timely workforce business intelligence. The ambition is
delivered through 4 strategic pillars of activity as referenced below:
12
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Planning for the Future
Whilst providing services to residents and businesses, the Council will make sure that it has
planned approaches to ensure a suitable workforce to meet emerging and predicted future needs:
 Investment in workforce intelligence and workforce planning has and continues to take place
to ensure workforce plans are in place at strategic and service Workforce plans at strategic
and service levels to respond to current and future workforce challenges
 The culture will support the aspiration to be an agile organisation
 Staff will be engaged in developing future approaches to delivering services and staff
engagement exercises have taken place. Increased communication channels for employees to
reach out to Senior management including Q and A sessions, podcasts and anonymous
messaging system.
 Change will be managed effectively
Attracting a Modern Workforce
The Council will do all that it can to attract people with the right values and behaviours:
 A fair and attractive pay and reward strategy will be in place and we have set our commitment
to developing a Total Pay and Reward Strategy
 Council practices will maximise opportunities to recruit and retain staff to deliver excellent
services to customers. Following a recruitment and retention review we have invested in
developing a resourcing solutions role which is delivering creative and innovative recruitment
solutions via a strong employer value proposition
 Equality, Diversity & Inclusion (EDI) will be embedded throughout the organisation through
the delivery of the EDI action plan and the implementation of the Workforce EDI forum
Developing our Workforce
The Council will encourage development at all levels of the organisation to promote effective
leadership, skills development, succession planning and positive performance:
 An attractive, relevant and accessible learning & development programme will be in place.
 Leaders and managers across the organisation will be supported in developing approaches to
maximise the potential of the workforce. We are building upon the Leadership Development
Programme, which was launched at the Managers Conference in 2018 which offers
opportunities at all levels of leadership and comprises a range of internal and externally
delivered, including formal and informal opportunities as well as various accredited
programmes
 Mechanisms will be in place to promote positive performance via a new Employee
Development Review proposal
 Apprenticeship programme continues to evolve and has supported entry to the organisation
and the development of existing staff.
 Online corporate induction and directorate/service induction programmes are in place
 A new learning platform has been launched to support our ambition of continuous personal
and professional development for the workforce.
Providing a Modern Workplace
The Council will build a reputation as a modern workplace in all that it undertakes:
 The organisation is being designed to promote modern practices, so the council can be as
efficient and effective as possible in delivering services to residents, businesses and local
communities ensuring that our workplaces are both inclusive and accessible
 The Council’s health & wellbeing offer is responding to current and emerging demands and
our recently formed Workforce Wellbeing Group seeks to ensure that all aspects of the
Councils Wellbeing offer is aligned.
13
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Our Live Well, Work Well agenda includes a range of initiatives designed to support
employee wellbeing
Our Wellbeing policies are established and are being reviewed to reflect new and emerging
demands.




The Audit Committee’s Annual Performance Report 2020/21, presented to the Audit Committee
meeting held on 16 July 2021, confirmed the adequacy of its Members’ training.

The Council complies with this principle by having a clear vision and appropriate delivery
mechanisms and by making sure that members and officers have the skills, knowledge, experience
and resources they need to perform their duties. It develops the capability of people with
governance responsibilities and encourages the recruitment of new talent to the authority. No
significant governance weaknesses are apparent..

PRINCIPLE F – MANAGING RISKS AND PERFORMANCE THROUGH ROBUST
INTERNAL CONTROL AND STRONG PUBLIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT


The Council’s Risk Management Strategy ensures that risk management processes, which are linked
to community plan outcomes and corporate priorities, are embedded.



Identified risks are recorded in the Strategic Risk Register which in turn identifies internal controls
and control owners. This register is continually updated in response to changes within the Council
and in the external environment.



The position of the Council’s identified Strategic Risks has been reviewed and reported to The
Cabinet and Audit Committee each quarter. Risk owners have provided assurance that controls
continue to operate effectively and have provided an update in relation to each risk.



The Council has a local performance framework which is based on outcomes measured as a result of
activities identified in the Council’s key corporate strategies, so providing an assessment of the impact
we are making. It captures all strategically important activity across the organisation and is aligned
with the Council’s new vision and priorities. Performance has been regularly reported to officers and
members.



The COAG, ERSCP and the ERSAB, and associated sub groups co-ordinate, scrutinise and ensure
the Council and partner organisation deliver effective services to safeguard and promote the welfare
of children and vulnerable adults.



The Council operates a cross-directorate Adult Services Assurance Board, which monitors and
challenges performance, inspection requirements, service and contractual issues during the year.



In response to the “inadequate” Ofsted judgement for elements of Children’s Social Care Services,
governance and accountability arrangements have been introduced to ensure delivery of the
Improvement Plan, including several linked scrutiny and assurance forums:




An overarching and focused programme of scrutiny and review is being conducted by the
Council’s Children and Young People’s Overview and Scrutiny Committee, ensuring that each
element of the improvement programme is scrutinised (in public) at key milestones over the
life of the plan.
An Improvement Board has been established as a medium-term measure to steer and drive
improvement at pace. The Improvement Board includes the Deputy Superintendent for Public
Protection from Humberside Police, the Assistant Director – Services for Vulnerable People
from ERYCCG, the Head of Probation for North East England, and, from the Council, the
Leader, Portfolio Holder for Children, Young People and Education, Chief Executive, Director
of Children, Families and Schools (DCS), and Head of Service for Children & Young People’s
14
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Support and Safeguarding Services (CYPSSS), as well as all three External Support and
Challenge Partners. The Board is chaired by an independently appointed Improvement
Advisor.
The COAG receives a quarterly report from the chair of the Improvement Board and the
Director of Children, Families and Schools (DCS).
Operationally, the Single Improvement Plan is driven by an Improvement Reference Group
(IRG) chaired by the DCS and attended by the Head of CYPSSS, External Challenge Partners,
CYPSSS Strategic Leads and Improvement Project Manager.



The Council has robust internal controls in place, including, segregation of duties,
approval/authorisation processes, security of assets and reconciliations. Many of the key financial
controls are detailed in the following;
 Financial Procedure Rules
 Finance Manual of Guidance
 Contract Procedure Rules
 Commissioning and Procurement Guide



Strong financial management is demonstrated in monthly budget and savings reports, audited
annual statement of accounts and by accountable budget holders. Enhancement during 2020-21
included a detailed review of the Revenue budget to enable the Council to account for the
projected pressures, income losses and Government support to ensure the sound financial
sustainability of the Council and delivery of the Councils critical services would continue
throughout this global pandemic.



The Council’s Internal Auditors SWAP provide an independent view of the adequacy and effective
operation of the Council’s control environment. Internal Audit reports quarterly to the Audit
Committee and produces an Annual Report and Opinion which provides assurance on the control
environment in operation.



The Audit Committee, which is independent of the executive and scrutiny functions, provides
independent assurance on the adequacy of internal control and governance arrangements. The Audit
Committee Terms of Reference are contained within the Constitution and the Audit Committee’s
Annual Performance Report concluded that it had fulfilled its Terms of Reference and had operated
efficiently and effectively.



The Council has robust information governance and records management arrangements which are
compliant with Data Protection Act provisions. Also, in accordance with the Local public services data
handling guidelines, the Council’s Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO) has provided a written
judgement of the security of information assets held by the Council.



Introduction of the COVID-19 Safe Working Policy to ensure safe working practices for employees
and visitors.

The Council complies with this principle by having strong performance, risk and financial
management arrangements in place, the adequacy and effective operation of which is
independently verified. No significant governance weaknesses are apparent..
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PRINCIPLE G – IMPLEMENTING GOOD PRACTICE IN TRANSPARENCY, REPORTING,
AND AUDIT TO DELIVER EFFECTIVE ACCOUNTABILITY


The Council is committed to the Government’s Local Transparency Agenda and is publishing
monthly, on its website, details of spend over £500, grants to voluntary, community and social
enterprise organisations and details of all contract awards over £5,000.



The Council’s Report Writers’ Guide ensures there is a comprehensive consultation process for
published reports ensuring Members and senior officers own the results reported.



The external auditors report in their annual audit letter on the accuracy of the Council’s financial
statements and value for money arrangements.



An annual review of the adequacy of the Council’s governance arrangements is undertaken and
reported to senior officers and the Audit Committee.



The Internal Audit function reports regularly to the Audit Committee on the position of
recommendations for corrective actions made by external audit and Internal Audit.



The Chief Auditor produces an Annual Report which provides senior officers and the Audit
Committee with assurance on the control environment in operation.



The Council’s Internal Auditors SWAP operate under the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards
and compliance with the standards is assessed internally on an annual basis and each five years by
an external party. There is communication and cooperation with the Council’s external auditor
to minimise duplication of effort.



The Scrutiny function is in place to review the general policies of the Council and scrutinise individual
decisions. The Scrutiny function is supported by Scrutiny Review Panels which undertake in-depth
reviews of a service, policy or issue of concern to local people.



Complaints to the Ombudsman are monitored and the relevant Overview and Scrutiny SubCommittee maintains the right to review issues raised.

The Council complies with this principle by having robust arrangements in place which ensure
transparency over how its decisions are taken and reported and who is accountable for them.
Scrutiny of the decision making and reporting process ensures adherence to these arrangements.
No significant governance weaknesses are apparent.
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